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Welcome my senators today you will be introduce to the world of social life and learn about the importance of family . You will learn
new concepts that you may not have been aware of and you knowledge will be broaden on social life.

Welcome again senators,we will now begin having fun exploring the new aspect of the social life.Pay close attention to the tasks but
also enjoy expanding your knowledge on family life .&nbsp;Task One - Identify the different types of Family.Task Two - Write a brief
summary on the importance of Family to society.Task Three - Demonstrate the Different type of Families.

Task oneStudents&nbsp;will be placed in groups of six and then given pictures of the different types of family. Students will then write
the appropriate name of the type of family .Then students should research information on each types of family.Students can watch
this video for clarification if they do not know about the different types of family&nbsp;Here is a video on familyTask Twowill give a
brief summary of the importance of family in the society. Students will be guided by these questions:What is family?How family
benefits your social life?How does it help with developing your social skill?Click hereTask threeIn groups of 5 students will create a
jingle , a skit or a poem about any one of the family types.Students should use these questions to guide them :Define the family
type.Function each member plays in the familyHighlight one of the basic units of the family

Welcome senators, This rubric is to guide you for the group presentation so that you are aware of what the teacher expects of you in
the presentation.

Category and Score

Score 10-9

Score 8-6

Score 5-3

Score 2-0

Score

Overview of the family
type

Demonstrates highly
effective word choice
and knowledge about
the family type
highlighted function
each member

Demonstrates highly
effective word choice
and knowledge about
the family type but only
highlighted limited
functions of each
member

Demonstrates fair word
choice and knowledge
about the family type
and highlighted one
function

Demonstrates minimal
word choice and limited
knowledge about the
family type.

10 Marks

Explain the two basic
unit of family

Excellent analysis of
TWO basic unit of the
family type
demonstrated

Good analysis of TWO
basic unit of the family
type demonstrated

Weak analysis of TWO
basic unit of the family
type demonstrated

Analysis of TWO basic
unit of the family type
demonstrated

6Marks

Creativity

Excellent

Good

Weak

Poor

2Marks

Lang & Org

Excellent use of
language and
organizational skills
throughout the
presentation.

Excellent use of
language and
organizational skills
throughout the
presentation.

Weak use of language
and organizational skills
throughout the
presentation.

Poor use of language
and organizational skills
throughout the
presentation

2marks

Total Score

/20marks

Senators we have come to the end of the lesson. I hope you took notes , enjoyed and remember all that you have learnt . The most
important thing you should have learnt was the importance and how family prepare us to become responsible citizen .Remember that
family is not only just by blood but marriage and adoption . The family function is to&nbsp;Physical maintenance and care of group
members ,Addition of new members through procreation or adoption ,Socialization of children ,Social control of members ,Production,
consumption,distribution of goods and services and â€‹Affective nurturance â€“ love.The different types are not only limited to the ones you
have explore but you can view this link&nbsp;&nbsp;Different types of family.This is all the time we have for the topic family but if you
want to refresh or even learn more you can view this linkfamilyFamily Life

Welcome educators, This is to just guide you on how the web-quest can be used in the classroom. This web quest is about family and
this is just an approach to integrate technology in the classroom than just traditional methods. This will allow students to learn in a
creative way than the regular classroom.Â
Standards
This webquest should be use for the national curriculum to teach students the Social studies topics.This webquest is for Grade 9-12 .
Credits
Other

